Tucker Printers Capabilities
Printing
Sheetfed Printing
(2) 6-color Heidelberg CD Speedmaster with AQ Coater
Digital Printing
Canon C8000
Canon 6250

Prepress
Mac and PC workstations with all the latest software
Fuji Javelin T9000 HS Platemaker
Epson Stylus Pro 9800 Proofer
Epson Stylus Pro 9880 Proofer

Finishing
Bobst SP102-SE Diecutter
Bobst SP102-E(II) Diecutter
Bobst VisionFold 110 A2
Equipped with Nordson glue detection system
Bobst VisionFold 110 A2
Equipped with HHS glue detection system
Standard FG850 Folder Gluer
Equipped with Valco Melton glue detection system
Kluge Foil Stamper / Embosser
Muller Martini Saddle Stitcher
(2) Stahl Knife Folders
MBO Folder
(2) Polar Cutters
Shrink-Wrapping
Padding
Drilling
Hand Finishing
Inventory Management
Shipping / Fulfillment Services
Complete Digital Bindery

About Tucker
Tucker Printers has been in the Rochester, NY area since
the 1960’s, and services many clients across the state and
throughout the country. Our facility is equipped to produce
anything from small volume variable printing to large volume
offset printing and packaging. We can die cut, window patch,
fold, glue, stitch, store, and fulfill all under one roof. This allows
us to have more control over the workflow for quicker
turnaround and higher quality. In addition, Tucker is a G7
Master Certified printer that uses wind energy & soy based
inks.
Packaging
As we continue to increase our capabilities and acquire new
equipment, we are growing into a packaging leader. Our facility
regularly produces packaging prototypes and small run
packaging on our digital presses. We can also apply
anti-theft tagging inline on our folder gluer, which is equipped
with a state of the art glue detection system. Managing
hundreds of different sku’s on our folder gluer or in our
warehouse is no problem, with the use of our barcode reading
software and real time inventory management. We also
produce elaborate hand-assembled pieces for the cosmetic
and health and beauty industries.

Flex Mailer
Our team designed and patented the RR Donnelley
Flex Mailer. The Flex Mailer is approved by the USPS as
an automated flat and can save our customers over a
dollar per piece. The Flex Mailer converts an item that
would typically mail as a parcel and reclassifies it as an
automated flat. To learn more, visit:
http://tuckerprinters.com/flexmailer

Gusset Mailers, Stayflats and Presentation Boxes
We do more than just the Flex Mailer and standard packaging.
We produce everything from tuck cartons to gusset mailers to
custom presentation boxes, and a variety of things in between.
We have two high-speed diecutters and two folder gluers that
can handle just about any packaging project you would like to
send our way!

